
The 8th Fire - Earning The Light Program 

Summary: 

Why does almost every form of healing or healing system on the planet borrow from 
what has become known as “Shamanism”? It is the Way of Life and Healing of The 
Ancient Ones, and has been practiced by my people since Time Immemorial. 

Many have borrowed from it. It has been called “Applied Quantum Physics” and “Miracle  
Making.” It is walking between the worlds and becoming. 

The Ancient One’s walked amongst the Stars, crossed time and space, and even could 
look to the future to see who they were becoming. They learned to see what could not 
be seen, and to know what could not be known, and they used it to heal and birth ideas 
and dreams into the world. 

If you are reading this, you are the Prophesied One - one of the “New People” - the next 
generation of Medicine Workers who will learn the Ancient Ways and bring forth the 
Medicine into this world and end the suffering of all life, and reveal the love the lives 
within. 

You want to help others, but you do not know how or feel inadequate to do so. By first 
learning how to heal and help yourself, only then will you be able to help others. 
Whether you are a complete novice in any type of healing or proficient to any degree, 
learning the Medicine Ways will make you a better healer, and a better person. 

The "Earning The Light Program" is a 2-Year personal healing journey encompassing 
eight (8) learning modules of healing totaling 320 hours of class time instruction, lecture, 
healing exchanges, and practicum to become proficient in healing. In addition, there are 
case studies assigned outside of class time to deepen the student’s learning with 
themselves and clients. 

If you answer the calling of your heart, step forth and begin to heal your life and reclaim 
your birthright. The world, our loved ones, need who we are when we are no longer 
afraid. What is left is love, the unconditional love of the All That Is. 

Take our hand, and walk with us in the Ancient Places, and remember who you are. 

Chi Meegwetch, 

Pete Bernard (Zsho-Ten) - Algonquin Midewin (Medicine Man) www.The8thFire.com 



Preamble: 

After you have both applied and successfully been accepted into the program, and have 
agreed to the terms and conditions of the program and signed documents, you will be 
forwarded your beginning package. This will include: Program Introduction and 
Overview; The Prophecy of the 8th Fire; Code of Ethics; Seven Grandfather Teachings; 
and the Accepted Beliefs of Medicine Work, which you will review before the program 
begins. 

There are 8 (eight) modules that need to be taken over the 2-Year Program, which will 
compromise the Practitioner Program. The investment for each module is $950.00 plus 
applicable taxes. We ask that the agreed upon energetic exchange be respected, and 
no discounts will be given. It is our firm belief that the personal healing and change seen 
inside each student will be priceless, as well as their ability to offer healing services for 
others. 

Many past student have recouped their investment many times fold, with some 
recouping it in as little as one month after program completion. We believe in the value 
of what we do, teach, and offer, and insist on the long-term sustainability of the program 
and organization. 

In order for the organization to be able to do everything that it does and to build what it 
will need to build, we will require all of our resources. 

All dates for the entire 2-Year Program are decided in advance, and adhered to in the 
exception of certain circumstances. 

Along with the 2-Year Program, students are also given preference to a trip to another 
country to work with Medicine Men and Women of another culture and tradition (at an 
additional investment). 



The 1st Fire - Evolution 1 (Bear - Makwa) 

In The 1st Fire, we begin by building a solid foundation for personal healing and learn 
the foundational aspects and ceremonies of personal healing to begin to heal the 
wounds of the past and present. Students will begin to build their Medicine Bundle and 
will receive the first set of Medicine Rites in the Initiation. 

We begin by learning how to create Sacred Space, track an issue back to its roots, see 
through the eyes of the Medicine Man as different animals for healing, and will begin to 
work with energy, the Chakras, the Aura, and to heal at a distance. We will learn how to 
make energetic corrections to the Aura and Chakras. 

We also learn how to enter into “Shamanic Trance”, un-meditate, and Tree Meditation. 
The initial elements of Fire Ceremony are also introduced, as well as life practices for 
every day living the teachings. 

  



The 2nd Fire - Evolution 2 (Wolf - Mahingan) 

In the 2nd Fire, we begin to look at energetic anatomy, the Chakras, raising the energy 
of life, Time Travel, healing misplaced energies and energy that has become hardened 
in the energetic body, and to do the Forgiveness Ceremony. 

We receive our 2nd set of Medicine Rites, begin to deepen our relationship with Trance 
States, and to heal at a distance. We further begin to use Quantum Physics to take 
healing to a deeper level. 



The 3rd Fire - Evolution 3 (Owl - Kòkòkòhò) 

In the 3rd Fire, we return to the Lower World, the Womb of the Mother to work with our 
subconscious to begin working with the powerful aspects of ourselves we are not aware 
of, and to bring the scattered pieces of ourselves back together, and reclaim the 
resources that await us. This world takes us beyond our conscious awareness. 

We learn an advanced form of Soul Retrieval called “The Gathering”, meet our Animal 
Totem, learn to talk to the Underworld, and get what it is we really need in a healthy 
way, and meet our Lower Self. We also learn to Bless Healing Water. 



The 4th Fire - Evolution 4 (Beaver - Amik) 

In the 4th Fire, we return to the Middle World and begin to see it through new eyes. We 
begin to understand and learn how to take back our power, to journey to the parallel 
dimensions, and work with the parts of ourselves that we need to negotiate with to 
create healing. We learn a Ceremony for deep healing of body, mind, and Spirit. 

We learn to work with the Middle Self and how to speak to the unconscious mind and 
other parts of ourselves, the Healing Frequencies, and returning to Source, 



The 5th Fire - Evolution 5 (Mother Earth - Wegemindj) 

In the 5th Fire, we learn how to heal sorcery, curses, "bad medicine", and we learn how 
to protect ourselves and defend against energetic and psychic attacks and to heal them 
at the source, and bring this healing and protection to ourselves, our families, friends, 
and communities. 

Here we learn to call the Ancient One, understand duality, the cost of ego, and work with 
our Shadow Parts. We learn to clear spaces and work in the Dark Forest, as well as 
healing things we have done to others. 



The 6th Fire - Evolution 6 (Star Nations - Anangosh)                                                                                                                                                                                         

In the 6th Fire, we learn the path of the Upper World, and begin to remember what it is 
we already know - the reasons why we came into this world, our agreements with Spirit, 
and we learn how to see what Spirit has in store for us. We also learn how to dream our 
world into being after we have healed our Karma, the story that lives inside of you. We 
meet our allies, helpers, and Spirit Guides and remember that we are not alone. 

We learn to work with the Higher Self, and cross time space to heal the lives that were, 
to create healing and peace now. We see the person who we are becoming, and have a 
hand in creating it. We learn to help birth Spirits back into the Upper World and to die 
consciously. 



The 7th Fire - Evolution 7 (Butterfly - Memengwe) 

In the 7th Fire, we learn the most powerful and profound healing ceremonies to track 
and heal anything across time and space, and we learn the hybrid ceremonies of 
healing. Quantum Physics in the most meaningful and applicable way possible. 

You will learn the Butterfly Sequence to find the seemingly unrelated cause that put 
things in motion to create a wound, and to create a healing ripple across time and space 
to heal a life for all time. In Butterfly you get out of your own way, and place yourself 
firmly and gently in the hands of Spirit. You also learn to use the Stones in your 
Medicine Bundle to reveal what needs healing, and then to heal it. 



The 8th Fire - Evolution 8 (Infinity - Wekwàyàsinòn) 

In the 8th Fire, we learn some of the most coveted ceremonies in all of healing, and 
navigate knowledge, wisdom, and everything that is, was, and will ever be. We journey 
the paths of the Healed Outcomes and awaken the sleeping parts of ourselves. 

We learn to awaken the latent parts of ourselves with 12-Strand DNA Activation, align 
the grid lines of our Aura with that of the planet, Astral Projection, and reading The 
Akashic Records - The Book of Life. 

For More Information: 

www.The8thFire.com 

Phone: (613) 274-3708 

Fax: 1-888-550-8259 

Email: info@the8thfire.com 

http://www.The8thFire.com
mailto:info@the8thfire.com

